Home Learning Pack
Dear Parents
• We have provided several tasks that will support your child’s learning during the current school
closure.
• Many of the tasks are based on what the children would have been studying in class.
• Work can be recorded in your child’s Home Learning book where appropriate.
• As teachers will not be able to oversee or feedback on this work, any support you can provide will be
helpful.
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Year group: Reception
Curriculum
area

Tasks

Phonics

*Each session will be split into 3 sections to be completed – keep it short and snappy, approx 15-20
minutes. These sessions will be revisiting sounds/words that have been taught in class*
*Take this at your own pace but please do revisit the sounds daily to ensure your child recognises
them. This will support their reading and writing*
Session 1
‘Revisit’ – All sounds taught so far – flashcards (page 11-17)
‘Practise’ – Write down the word “rog‘’. Get your child to sound out the word. Ask, “Does that sound
right? Is ‘rog’ a real word?” Introduce the term ‘nonsense’. Explain, nonsense words are silly, makebelieve words that we sometimes use to practice sounding out. We sometimes call them alien words.
‘Apply’ – Use or write out the alien word flashcards (page 18) Can your child sound out the alien
words to read?
Session 2
‘Revisit’ – All sounds taught so far – flashcards (page 11-17)
‘Practise’ – Practise reading ay and ee green words and add
sound buttons to each word. (page 19)
‘Apply’ – Play Buried Treasure, phase 3, ee or ay,
https://www.phonicsplay.co.uk/resources/phase/2/buried-treasure and sort
the real words from the nonsense words.
Session 3
‘Revisit’ – All sounds taught so far – flashcards (page 11-17)
‘Practise’ – Practise reading the alien word flashcards (page 20).
‘Apply’ – Draw three or four aliens. Can you use your sounds to give them
alien names? Don’t forget to use capital letters! E.g. Torg, Blayp.
Session 4
‘Revisit’ – All sounds taught so far – flashcards (page 11-17)
‘Practise’ – Practise reading igh and ow green words and
add sound buttons to each word. (page 21).
‘Apply’ – Play Dragon’s Den, phase 3, igh or ow,
https://www.phonicsplay.co.uk/resources/phase/2/dragons-den and sort the
real words from the nonsense words.
Session 5
‘Revisit’ – All sounds taught so far – flashcards (page 11-17)
‘Practise’ – Revisit the Red words we have been learning (page 22). How many can you read in 30
seconds? 1 minute? Try again, did you beat your record?
‘Apply’ – Choose a Red word. Can you put it into a sentence? Repeat again with a different Red word.
E.g. The frog jumped up high. My bag is on my back.
*As a school we follow Read, write, inc phonics. They have set up a Youtube
channel https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCo7fbLgY2oA_cFCIg9GdxtQ
to help children learning to read at home during school closure. They are
streaming phonics, reading and spelling lessons every weekday. Each lesson is
ten to fifteen minutes long and available for 24 hours.
https://www.ruthmiskin.com/media/filer_public/1b/7d/1b7df13e-4381-4bb5866b-ac0549394947/ss_after_easter1.pdf*
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English

Learning Quest: Fairy tales
Focus book: The Three Billy Goats Gruff
Watch: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3QzT1sq6kCY
Story print out (page 24).
ACTIVITY IDEAS:
•

In the story the troll lives under the bridge. Do you think the troll lives alone? Who else could
be under the bridge with him? Draw and write about your new character who lives under the
bridge with Troll!

•

The troll has lived under the bridge for a very long time. Can you write a list of all the
treasures the troll might have found or collected as people passed over the bridge?

•

Have a discussion with your grown up. In the story the troll feels very grumpy. Can you talk
about a time when you were grumpy and why? How did you make yourself feel better?

•

CHALLENGE! Use the print out (page 25) to write or draw the characters, setting, problem
and solution in The Three Billy Goats Gruff. E.g. The problem: the troll was going to eat the
goats if they crossed the bridge.
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Maths

Length
Recap what the word ‘length’ means and the words we use when talking about the length of items/
objects. (long, short, longest, shortest)
Children to choose two items from around the house they would like to measure. Make sure children
measure the length of items going across and not up (how we measure height!). Mark a starting line
for the items and now place the items on the line. Which one is the longest? Which one is the
shortest? Repeat with three items now. Can you put them in order from longest to shortest?
ACTIVITY IDEAS
• Roll out some snakes using playdough. Measure your snakes and place them in order from
longest to shortest.

•

Explore the length of spaghetti. Have some cooked spaghetti and cut the spaghetti strands
with scissors. Measure the length of the spaghetti and place them in order from shortest to
longest OR on your daily walks collect some natural materials such as sticks. Measure your
sticks and place them in order from longest to shortest? CHALLENGE – can you find an even
LONGER stick? Can you find an even SHORTER stick?

•

Measuring sheet using a ruler. Help your child to look closely when measuring with a ruler
and remind them to always start from 0cm. (Page 26-27)
**please choose a sheet to match your child’s confidence level**
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Time
Recap ‘time’ and what time is used for. Listen to this song https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RBvmO7NgUp0

Show children a clock or have a clock pre-made from a paper plate to display.
Recap showing ‘o’ clock times and remind children where the minute hand and hour hand needs to
be pointing. Introduce children to ‘half past’ times. Start at 1 ‘o’ clock. Move the minute hand half
way round the clock and explain that this now shows half past 1. Then go to 2 ‘o’ clock and move the
minute hand half way round the clock and explain that this now shows half past 2. Repeat with all
other times to 12 and children to join in with saying the ‘o’ clock and ‘half past’ times.
ACTIVITY IDEAS
• Children to make their own paper plate clock faces. Adult to give children a ‘half past’ time to
show on their clock. Check children are placing the minute and hour hands correctly.

•

Half past time matching game (Page 28). Print the resource twice and you could make a game
of ‘pairs’. Take it in turns to turn over two cards and practise reading the ‘half past’ times. If
the cards match you get to keep them, if not turn them back over and try again.

•

Half past time worksheet. Write the correct time underneath each clock face. (Page 29).

Weight
Recap the word ‘weight’ with the children and talk about what this means. Discuss the mathematical
terms we use when talking about weight (heavy, light, heavier, lighter)
Watch this video about weighing vegetablesà
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ybEU-6U7s8k
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Provide an assortment of wrapped presents for the children to explore, making sure that some are
small but heavy and others are light but large.
Adult to ask children to describe the present by asking question such as “tell me about this present?”
“What is the same about these presents?” “What is different?”
Ask children “do you think this one will be heavier/ lighter than that one?” “why do you think that?”
Show children kitchen weighing scales or your own home-made weighing scale and invite children to
test the presents to find which is heavy/ light? Children to order the presents according to their
weight.

‘
ACTIVITY IDEAS
• Bake a cake or make some biscuits with your grown up. Help to measure the ingredients.
Make sure you measure the ingredients correctly and carefully. What ingredient did you need
the most of? The least of?

•

Make some weighing scales to use at home and gather some objects from around the house.
Weigh the objects and compare them to find which is heavier and which is lighter. What
object was the heaviest? What object was the lightest?

•

Choose two items. Using your hands as the weighing scales, first predict which will be heavy
and light and then hold them in your hands and see if you were right. (e.g. a stone and a
pencil OR a sock and a ball)
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Topic
based
project
based on
research

•

Build a Billy Goats Bridge

You will need:
•
•
•
•
•

Cardboard tubes and boxes
Children’s scissors
Sticky tape
String
Small farm or animal toys
The goats need a new way to cross over the river.

Can you help them by building a new bridge? How will you join your materials to make a bridge?
What shape is the bridge going to be? What are you going to use? Is there any way you can make
your bridge stronger? Do you need to make the bridge longer or shorter? Is your bridge strong
enough to hold your little animals?
Before you begin look at these photographs of bridges and talk with a grownup about the different
shapes and how the bridges go across the water.
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•

Make a troll

There are lots of story versions of Three Billy Goats Gruff and lots of illustrators have drawn the troll
very differently. Take a look at the troll on each of these different book covers by different authors
and illustrators. How does the troll look different on each front cover?

Make your own troll. It could be a puppet, a picture, a stone troll, a collage, a model or something
else completely different. Think about what you would like your troll to look like before you begin.
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•

Three Billy Goats Gruff Happy Tent Yoga

https://www.bbc.co.uk/iplayer/episode/p064kjkd/happy-tent-tales-3three-billy-goats-gruff

Join in with this Three Billy Goats Gruff yoga activity. You can join in with this yoga anywhere in your
home. All you need is a comfortable spot on the floor and a computer or IPAD to copy and join in
with the actions. If you have a hard floor like me, you can take the iPad or computer into your garden
and join in on the grass, or you can find a nice comfy blanket to put underneath you to cushion your
arms and legs when you are joining in with the poses. Have fun!
•

Interesting Goat Facts

Watch this short video clip all about goats. There are some very interesting facts shared in this video.
What facts can you remember after watching the video? Which fact did you find most interesting?
Write down your interesting fact and draw a picture to match.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=96LRW_knWMU

• Sizes
The 3 Billy Goats Gruff are 3 different sizes. Have a look around your house and find some things that
are bigger than you and smaller than you. Put them into ‘bigger’ and ‘smaller’ lists. You could even
make your own table like this one.
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Things that are bigger than me

Brain
wave!

Things that are smaller than me

Rainbow Waterfall A Mindfulness Drawing

Listen to the Comic kids Mindfulness Story on YouTube called Rainbow Waterfall. In this guided
relaxation, we go floppy like cooked spaghetti and then take a journey into a magical forest in our
minds. Eventually we discover a stream and follow it to the beautiful Rainbow Waterfall! Have a
paper and some colouring pencils near you when you listen. Draw a picture as you listen to show
what you are imagining. Enjoy relaxing and imagining!
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Resources
Phonics
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